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Introduction 
Sears think[box] at Case Western Reserve University       
provides students, staff, faculty, and the wider Cleveland        
community with access to a complete ecosystem of        
innovation. Cutting-edge equipment and expert advice are       
available to users at every stage from their product’s first          
prototype to market. Previously, think[box]’s resources have       
been primarily in the fields of Mechanical and Electrical         
Engineering and entrepreneurship. The Advanced Interfaces      
facility will add Software Engineering resources,      
specifically to assist think[box] users with development of        
the software components to their product or service. 

A Necessary Component of Startup Businesses 
Within the makerspace environment, we encourage users to        
start with an idea and learn the tools necessary to develop           
their product as they develop it. Sears think[box] has already          
experienced the need for software development expertise as        
a part of the makerspace ecosystem, and its use would go           
beyond exclusively software-oriented projects. Software     
interfaces are often a logical next step to an innovation,          
whether it is a webserver to coordinate microcontrollers or a          
mobile application interface with a machine. Entrepreneurs       
starting a new business will benefit from a website or mobile           
app while gaining the skills to develop them further on their           
own. Content creators can hone their video editing skills         
while branching out their work to include augmented and         
virtual reality interfaces. As just one part of the larger          
makerspace, Advanced Interfaces will provide one more       
level of development. 

Facility Resources 
A complement to the rest of think[box]’s resources,        
Advanced Interfaces will provide access to specialized       
equipment which is typically not available to the general         
public. General purpose, high-performance computers and      
peripherals will be available for video editing, app        
development, and machine learning projects. Test platforms,       
such as mobile devices and XR equipment, will be provided          
along with guidance from staff. These resources will be part          
of collaborations with facilities on campus which specialize        
in each area. 

Campus Collaboration 
At CWRU, few core facilities allow use of their space and           
equipment with public open hours. Because these labs’        

primary purpose is to support only a few specialized         
projects, it can be difficult to allow many people access.          
Those who do gain access are typically limited by time,          
resources, and knowledge. At think[box], spaces are open        
for safe use by any person in the Cleveland community at           
clearly defined times throughout the week. Staffing at        
think[box] allows for individualized assistance with user       
projects and ensures the safety of all people who are present           
through appropriate guidance and training by full-time and        
student staff members. On the CWRU campus, think[box]        
has become a middle ground where specialized equipment        
can be made available to many more people than before.          
Advanced Interfaces will allow for a new type of resource to           
be offered this way. 

Similar Work 
Makerspaces have been associated with software      
engineering since their inception, but many of the high         
profile makerspaces available at similar institutions consider       
their ‘makerspaces’ and their resources for software       
development separate entities [1] [2]. The University of        
Michigan is one example of a makerspace that has         
impressive collaboration with a software development space,       
the Shapiro Design Labs. The primary difference is that use          
is limited to members of the University of Michigan [3]. 

Novelty 
Software development resources are often free to use, and         
the open-source movement has ensured that there will        
always be a plethora of options for learning and         
experimenting with software development. The hardware      
required for cutting-edge development has a high cost that         
limits it from being freely available. For instance, Mixed         
Reality development requires both headsets and XR-capable       
computers for building applications. There are already       
numerous businesses that aim to take advantage of        
developers’ need for expensive hardware or expertise       
[4][5][6]. As a part of think[box] and through collaboration         
with other groups on campus, Advanced interfaces will offer         
state-of-the-art development resources freely to any      
think[box] user, with a focus on engaging the greater         
Cleveland community. 
 



 
 

Implementation Stages 
The resources offered by Advanced Interfaces will become 
available in the following stages: 

1. First example projects and hardware available 
a. Projects 

i. ESP8266 based web server 
ii. Webstore 

iii. Mobile app with card stack 
interface 

b. Hardware 
i. ESP8266 and ESP32  based 

development boards 
2. Two graphics workstations installed 
3. Second set of example projects and hardware 

available 
a. Projects 

i. ESP8266 based chat bot 
ii. Platformer style video game 

iii. Machine learning example 
b. Hardware 

i. Wireless routers and portable 
hard drives with example projects 
to work from 

4. Two more graphics workstations 
Upon the completion of each stage, these resources will be 
available to any person interested in using them for 
educational or entrepreneurial purposes. 

Community Engagement 
We will expand on think[box]’s existing community       
engagement strategies to include software development      
resources. We will make Advanced Interfaces skills and        
equipment part of two main outreach efforts: How To         
think[box] classes and special events. How To think[box]        
classes, advertised widely in online forums, offer a short         
course on a special topic like Arduino, design software, or          
prototyping equipment. These classes are often a       
participant’s first experience at think[box]. Events held at        
think[box] engage community special interest groups, and       
we can connect with each group to understand how they can           
use the space. We will also increase our focus on engaging           
local schools by reaching out to teachers. We plan to use the            
expertise of local nonprofits in the form of workshops at          
schools and community spaces. Students will be able to         
continue learning at think[box] if they are interested in the          
materials we cover in these workshops. By expanding        
community engagement at think[box] using Advanced      
Interfaces resources, we will further public access to        
software development resources in the Cleveland area. 

Conclusion 
Sears think[box]’s mission is to encourage each user to         
“tinker and creatively invent in their coursework, research,        
entrepreneurial pursuits, and personal projects” [7]. Adding       
a resource like Advanced Interfaces is the next step in that           
vision. Severance et al found that “when effectively        
mediated with tools that lower barriers to entry,        
[hackerspaces] can help a range of students engage in         

meaningful computational thinking practices and may spur       
their interest in computers prior to more formal computer         
science education opportunities” [8]. The most unique       
offering of Advanced Interfaces is the integration of        
software engineering expertise with other facilities and       
resources offered by think[box]. At CWRU, highly technical        
software engineering knowledge and resources has long       
been available [9], just limited to members of the EECS          
department. Only with the advent of Advanced Interfaces do         
those resources become available to the community. 
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